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Introduction
The Picture Gallery of the Brukenthal National 
Museum in Sibiu holds several very interesting 

the history of Poland. Most of them are portraits, 
such as: (inventory 

(inventory number 741) by Martin 
van Meytens the Younger (1695–1770),  
(inventory number 447) by Joseph Grassi (1757–1838). This study 
discusses additionally several battle scenes, namely: The 
of the Battle of Vienna (inventory number 680) by Johann Philipp 
Lemke (1631–1711) and three paintings inspired by the events 
of the „Swedish Deluge”:  
(inventory number 764) by Pieter Molyn (approx. 1600–1661), 

 (inventory number 643) and Battle 
 (inventory number 644), both 

1682–1730).

th of August 1897 
(inventory number 1657). The painting formerly belonged to the 
old collection of the Museum of the Transylvanian Association for 

which merged in 1950 with the Brukenthal Museum.
Two works of art, namely the triumphal posthumous portrait of King 

Jan III Sobieski (which shall be discussed henceforth) and the 

refer to the most important event of the Great Turkish War (1683– 
–1699), the event that brought eternal fame to the king, i.e. the relief 

Empire offensive against the Christian Western World, followed 

by military actions of other member states of the Holy League as well 
th of April 

1686 through the Treaty of Eternal Peace with the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth1. An immediate consequence of the aforementioned 
events was the liberation of Hungary, Croatia and Transylvania from 

Profound consequences of the battles fought in 1683–1739 by these 

history of Central and South-Eastern Europe from the second 
half of the 18th century onwards. This explains the presence in the 
Museum collection of other works of art, such as several portraits 

2

Ioannovna (inventory number 310) after Louis Caravaque (1684– 

The portrait 

of Jan III Sobieski, 

King of Poland, 

by Johann Säger (1717)

Alexandru Gh. Sonoc
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3 
-
-

, Hermannstadt 
1844, p. 111, cat. no. 102 
(German monogrammist 
JS); 

, 
Hermannstadt1893, p. 59, 
cat. no. 267 (unknown 
German painter); M. Csa-
ki, Baron Brukenthal’sches 

-
, Hermannstadt 

1901, p. 277–278, cat. 
no. 991; M. Csaki, Baron 

-
rie, Hermannstadt 1909, 
p. 304, cat. no. 1010 (Jo-

-
, 

„Ars Transsilvaniae” 1995, 

Sager).

(inventory number 41) by Johann Gottfried Auerbach (1679–1743), 

Johann Ferdinand Kien (inventory number 645) and an allegorical 
work (cut into two fragments, inventory numbers 736 and 735), 
dedicated by Felix Meyer (1653–1713) to the pandurs who defended 

The work and its documentary importance
The discussed work (41 x 29 cm, inventory number 1010)3,  

portrait. It was glued on wood, possibly at the beginning of the 18th 
century, as indicated by an inscription in German-Austrian dialect 

in cursive Latin characters, abbreviations and ligatures, typically 
used in the 17th–18th century, visible on the wood surface. The text 

s. 253  The portrait 

, by Johann 

mkulpa
Tekst maszynowy
Zdjęcie dostępne w wersji papierowej

mkulpa
Tekst maszynowy

mkulpa
Tekst maszynowy

mkulpa
Tekst maszynowy
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of the inscription     goes as follows: 
(icher) 

25th of September”). The inscription was reproduced (with some 
reading errors) in successive guides to the Brukenthal Picture Gallery 
published by M. Csaki in 1901 and 1909. The author believed that the 

, still he took into account the possibility of 
reading it as , despite the fact that the monogrammed signature 
inscribed on the front had been known already since 1844, mentioned 

on the front side  : . Both, the S 
initial and the diacritical sign on top of the letter a

 The portrait of 

, by Johann Sä-

mkulpa
Tekst maszynowy

mkulpa
Tekst maszynowy
Zdjęcie dostępne w wersji papierowej

mkulpa
Tekst maszynowy
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last name  are clearly visible. Hence, the last name is neither  
, 

nor is it  (meaning „the Hunter”), but , derived from  

merganser ( ).

the fact that the monogram signature and the date are inscribed on 
the front, that is on the work itself, and since the painting was glued 

assume that the inscription was made at the same time as the gluing, 
probably by another person than the painter himself. Clearly, the main 
intention was to deceive potential buyers by making them believe that 
the work had been painted , while the glorious king was still 

 

, by Johann Säger. 
Backside (detail). © Mu-

 Detail from the 
catalogue of the Bruken-
thal Gallery published by 
Michael Csaki (1909) with 

and of the date on the front 
side of the painting

mkulpa
Tekst maszynowy
Zdjęcie dostępne w wersji papierowej

mkulpa
Tekst maszynowy

mkulpa
Tekst maszynowy
Zdjęcie dostępne w wersji papierowej

mkulpa
Tekst maszynowy
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op. cit.
-

de, – 
– , London 1987, vol. 
II, p. 16.

-
ines Lexikon der Bildenden 

, vol. XXIX, 

-
sic, 

–1775
York 2005, p. 22.

– , 
London 1987, vol. II, p. 16.

the painting itself had been signed and dated, or he relied on the fact 

For the time being, there is no available data on Johann Säger, the 
author of the work, other than the ink inscription on the wood panel 
used for gluing the painting4. At the beginning of the 18th century 

Jakob Sager; assisted by three co-workers, in 1708 he created church 
pews of Saint Martin Church in Landshut5. However, he cannot be 
the author of this miniature on parchment, even if no credibility is 
granted to the inscription on the wooden panel, on which the painting 
is glued.

), its big, profusely decorated 

 grey wig and 

left thigh, beside the sword sheath, the mantle is painted in purple. 

colour to represent the shaded part of the garment) in order to 
counter-balance the reduced difference in tone between the pink-
lilac mantle, its golden lining, the crimson trousers and the orange 
fabric of the tent. This problem could have been avoided simply if 

(
Polish cochineal ( ), became widespread in 
various countries of Eastern Europe6. Together with the blue sash, it 
would have corresponded with the colours of the „winged hussars” 
unit ( 7. Hanging 

karabela

foot there are six cast iron cannon balls, arranged in two rows. In 
the foreground, towards the left corner of the painting, among vine 

Among the heads, there is one with Mongoloid features, lying in 

painted in black. It is inscribed with the monogram signature and 
the dating. The foreground in the right corner of the painting, down 
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, Sankt-Peter-
burg 2002, p. 70–73, cat. 
no. 7851 (16th–17th centu-
ry).

op. cit., p. 181.

10 .

). Inside an orange tent, which serves as the 

known in Poland as kapalin) and one of the lateral rectangular plates 
)8

), 

colours applied. The most dominating element of the scene features 

the king in the colours of the unit that he was leading). Scattered on 

fallen-off turbans.

one. Based on battle scenes represented in the 17th–18th-century 
German and Austrian paintings from the collection of the Brukenthal 

laudatory note, making it involuntarily comic”9

and celebratory role by evoking the deeds of arms of the depicted 
character10. Despite the numerous shortcomings of the painting, it can 
be related to other portraits of King Jan III Sobieski with battle scenes 
in the background, such as the ones that depict him in the Battle of 
Chocim (Hotin) in 1673 by Andreas Stech (1635––1697), dating to 

(oil on canvas, 105 x 76 cm, inventory number 183342/129850), 
dating to 1686, as well as another very similar work painted by Georg 
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11 J. Hathaway, 
Chief Eunuch of the Ot-

, 

12 J. Hathaway, 

, Albany 
2003, p. 101.

13 G. Gush, -
– , Cam-

bridge 1975, p. 80.

14 J. Hathaway, , 

15 G. Gush, op. cit., p. 80.

16 J. Hathaway, , 

17 , p. 98–101.

18 , p. 98–99.

19 , p. 96.

20 D. Nicolle, A. McBride, Ar-
-

est

21 D. Cook, Studies in Mus-
, Greenwich 

2002, p. 197.

22 J. Hathaway, , 

last two portraits were used later on, with minor changes, by Martino 
Altomonte (1657–1745) in his two large works depicting the Battle 

(oil on canvas, 765 x 738 cm) and the other one in the National Art 
Gallery of Lviv (oil on canvas, 806 x 833 cm). The latter painting, 
recently restored in Warsaw, was ordered in 1693 by King Jan III 

now Štúrovo, Slovakia), also fought in 1683, has also been recently 
restored in Warsaw.

11, but 
al12

) was characteristic for the sipahi units13. According 
th century by the chroniclers 

red was the colour of the provincial cavalry units and white was 
assumed by newly created ones or those recruited from slaves and 
prisoners14. But the oldest sipahi units had their own banners: the 
two units of mercenaries (ulufeciyan) had bicolour red and white 

foreigners ( 15. At the beginning 
of the 17th

stationed in Constantinople was of red colour16. It was also customary 

17 or their subordination to the sultan. That 
was because the rule banner ( ) received in 1299 from 

was white, possibly with reference to the Chinese cosmology, wherein 
white colour stands for the Western World (which was assumed by the 
Mongols and by various Turkish-Mongol dynasties)18. According to 

which the Prophet Muhammad belonged to, was white19. Actually, it is 
al-  or ), which was later 

guardian of the Holy Grounds, the Mameluke sultan of Egypt used as 

Black Banner” ( , in short , i. e. „the banner”), 
which featured an image of an eagle (whence also its other name, 

„the Banner of the Holy War” (  
belief that the banner had been from the head-cloth of Aisha, the 
wife of the Prophet20

according to an Islamic tradition it would announce the coming of 
the Savior ( )21

Egypt, it was taken to Constantinople and kept inside the imperial 
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23 , p. 98–99.

24 , p. 96–97.

25 , p. 97.

26 , p. 101.

27 , p. 102, 110.

The Cri-
-

– -
-

, Leiden–Boston 
2011, p. 190–191.

29 S. Millar, P. Dennis, Vienna 
-

–New York 2008, p. 80.

30 J. Stoye, -

, 
New York 2007, p. 175.

31 S. Millar, P. Dennis, 
, p. 85.

-
-
-
-
-

nych
pl. 190.

palace at Topkapi22. Still, in line with the chronicler Silahdar Mehmed 
23. 

white24

only in order to increase its legitimacy and prestige as successors of 

colour of the Abbasid caliphs) became the distinctive colour of the 
Shiites25, who were endorsed by Persia, the formidable enemy of the 

orta

the 
Caliph Ali26

distinctive elements27. Consequently, the depicted cannot be the holy 
) of Prophet Muhammad, speaking of which, even if 

Haci II Giray, the Khan of Crimea (1683–1684)28, during an attack 

29

to the Pope and was exhibited in each and every town on its way to 
30

31

character (mentioned by the inscription on the back side of the painting, 
but faling to have the physical features of King Jan III Sobieski) 
brings forth some doubts on the identity of the character, even if the 
signature and the dating on the front side are assessed as genuine. 
The reason being that generally the king tends to be represented as 

other portrait representing the king wearing an wig, which 
was in vogue at European courts at the end of the 17th century and 
the beginning of the 18th century. Thus, the question arises whether 

of another Polish monarch, as he did not know the physiognomy 
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32, and even more so with another 
portrait of the same king, created around 1649 by the same painter 
and held in the national collection of portraits in Gripsholm castle in 
Stockholm (oil on canvas, 210 x 154 cm, inventory number. NMGrh 

Nationalmuseum in Nürnberg (oil on canvas, 210 x 137 cm, 
inventory number Gm 751), dated to the 1630s, seems to suggest 

reduced corpulence, long hair or, eventually, the wig, even the 

the one of Jan III Sobieski in the picture which is part of the collection 
of the Brukenthal National Museum. First of the differences refers to 
the shape of the face and the eyebrows. Among the period portraits 
owned by King Jan III Sobieski, the most exact representation of his 

aforementioned anonymous portrait, painted before 1696, wherein 
) featuring 

Even if its value is purely documentary, the discussed portrait, forming 
part of the collection of the Brukenthal National Museum in Sibiu, 
bears testimony to the popularity, which Jan III Sobieski, the liberator 

death. The presence of the work of art in this collection also indicates 
that despite lacking information on the time and circumstances of its 
purchase, its documentary value has been acknowledged and proves 
that also in Transylvania was the King of Poland highly revered as 

of Christian Europe.
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Streszczenie
-

to portrety, np.: Jan III Sobieski -
Martina van Meytensa 

 Johan-

Piete-
ra Molyna, i

autorstwa Johanna Ferdinarda Kiena. 

-

-
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-

-

 autorstwa Johanna Sägera (41 

-

-
-

lub -

). 

-
-
-

-
lowany 

-

-

-
-
-

orientalny dywan, prawdopodobnie  (dywanik modlitewny). 
-

-
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-

-

-
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